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I. I NTRODUCTION
Over 90% of the High Performance Computing (HPC)
systems in the TOP500 list are built using a cluster architecture. HPC clusters are cost-effective, well understood and
scalable to thousands of nodes. In a cluster architecture, the
coordination of all hardware and software falls under the
control of the resource management software. It is a key
component for the distribution of computing power within
the cluster infrastructure. The management goal is to satisfy
users demands for computation and achieve a acceptable performance in overall system’s utilization by efficiently matching
requests to resources.
In existing HPC systems, the rigid boundaries between
compute nodes limits compute and memory resource utilization. HPC applications are rarely co-located on a compute
node [1], so they have exclusive access to self-contained
servers, and any of the node resources that are not used by
the running application cannot be made available to other
applications. This problem of stranded resources is especially
critical for memory [2] because HPC application memory
demands vary dramatically, by orders of magnitude, due to
application characteristics and strong scaling [3], [4].
Fig. 1 shows an example timeline of total system memory
and Central Processing Unit (CPU) utilization. In Fig. 1a, the

mix of jobs matches the memory provisioning (system has
25% large capacity nodes and 25% of job CPU hours need
large capacity nodes),1 and average CPU utilization is high,
at 81%. Fig. 1b shows the same system, but this time 50% of
the jobs need large capacity nodes. In this case, both CPU and
memory have low utilization (both averages less than 48%).
The system clearly has abundant unused CPU and memory
resources, but they are not available for use by the applications.
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Fig. 1. Resource utilization when the system matches jobs demands and when
there is a mismatch.

Disaggregated memory has recently been proposed to allow
a flexible and fine-grained allocation of memory capacity to
compute jobs [5], [6], [1]. In this direction, this paper proposes
an extension to the Slurm job manager to allocate memory
capacity to jobs in a disaggregated memory system. Research
in job scheduling cannot easily be done using a production
system, and in any case, disaggregated memory prototypes
are still at research level and system software is immature.
We therefore extend an existing simulation approach using
Slurm to account for memory/network bandwidth contention
in disaggregated memory leveraging an extension of a slowdown based method [7]. We then use the extended Slurm
simulator to determine overall system throughput, job queuing
and execution time of a large-scale HPC system.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
1) Slowdown-based method to predict performance degradation due to sharing of disaggregated memory across
multiple nodes in a cluster;
2) Extended job scheduler simulator to support disaggregated memory in the most-used workload manager, Slurm;
3) Disaggregation-aware allocation policy implemented in
the Slurm workload manager;
1 Details

of the experimental evaluation are in Section V.

4) At-scale evaluation of our slowdown methodology and
allocation policy for disaggregated memories using the
Slurm simulator.
Our results show that our multi-node slowdown methodology is a good approximation for predicting the performance
with a maximum error of 14%. Using a disaggregated memory
approach, similar overall system throughput and job response
time (waiting time plus execution time) can be achieved when
compared to an existing HPC system, while using up to 33%
less memory, depending on the imbalance between the system
and the memory demands of the submitted jobs. The Slurm
simulator extension and allocation policy are released open
source [8].
II. BACKGROUND
A. Disaggregated memory
Disaggregated memory has been proposed, and is under
investigation in both academic and commercial research, so
as to address two main problems. Firstly, current HPC systems provide little flexibility in provisioning memory, because
DIMMs should be installed in a balanced way across a small
number of memory controller channels, leading to coarsegrained rules of thumb like the common 2 GB per core [3].
Secondly, HPC clusters suffer from stranded resources because
memory that is not used by one job cannot be used by another
on a different node.
In the disaggregated design, individual components such
as processor, memory and storage are interconnected over a
network to share memory but without cache coherent data
sharing [9], [10], [11]. The EUROSERVER [10], ExaNoDe [12] and EuroEXA [13] family of projects has pioneered
a disaggregated system architecture, which provides a global
physical address space and the ability for cores to access remote memory via Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) or
direct load–store instructions. By appropriately configuring the
cache policy, remote memory accesses can be cached locally.
In our work we use the model disaggregated architecture
inspired by the UNIMEM approach [10]. In this design, computing units execute their own Operating System (OS), and can
access memory attached to it (local memory access) as well as
memory attached to another computing unit through a global
interconnect (remote memory access). The remote memory
access is performed through a common Global Address Space,
either using ordinary load–store instructions or RDMA. The
design supports caching locally at the unit that requested the
access or remotely at the unit attached to the memory. For
disaggregated memory, the data should be cached locally.
B. Slurm Resource Manager
Slurm [14] is a widely used open-source HPC resource and
job management system. It has a multi-threaded core and a
plug-in module architecture, which makes it configurable with
a variety of extensions for workload, queueing, scheduling, etc.
It also has a centralized manager responsible for allocating
resources, monitoring job execution and mediating contention
to resources through a queue of pending jobs. The default node

allocation of Slurm is the exclusive mode, so even if not all
resources within the node are utilized by a specific job, no
other job is allowed to share the resource. Even though Slurm
allows fine-grained cluster management, requests exceeding
the available memory per node cannot execute and nodes with
free memory but no cores will not be used on the scheduling.
C. Slurm Simulator
Optimizing the job scheduler and its policies for HPC
system performance and user experience is a complex, multidimensional problem. It is impractical to perform large-scale
experiments on a real production machine, since doing so will
likely negatively impact the service delivered to users. The
Slurm simulator proposed by [15], [16] enables a precise and
deterministic evaluation of the job scheduler by running it in
a simulation environment. It is based on the original Slurm
source code so, unlike theoretical models, it is able to capture
all parameters and behavior that occurs in a real environment.
The simulator receives as input a standard Slurm configuration file and a trace capturing the HPC job submissions
and actual execution times. The configuration file specifies the
number of nodes and queues, selection and scheduling policies, and so on. The trace binary input used for the simulation
is based on the Standard Workload Format (SWF) [17], [18],
which is a standardized way to describe the submission of jobs
to a system. The simulator can therefore use existing real logs
or traces from synthetic workload generators that are publicly
available in on-line repositories.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Memory Disaggregation — Gu et al. [5] implement a
scalable and decentralized remote memory paging solution
to enable memory disaggregation. It divides the swap space
of each machine and distributes the pages across many
remote machines using RDMA operations for all remote
I/O operations. Shan et al. [19] propose a split kernel OS
architecture to manage disaggregated systems. It breaks the
OS into pieces with different functionalities, each running
on and managing a hardware component. Peng et al. [1]
implement a user-space remote paging library to allow
exploration of applications using disaggregated memory.
Their architecture contemplates nodes with fast but small
local memories and large but slow remote memories, and it
is aided by the library, which evicts local pages and fetches
remote pages when the local memory is exhausted.
Amaral et al. [20] develop a dynamic loop-based controller
to manage resources and a flow-network algorithm to determine the optimal placement of workloads on virtualized datacenters. Their approach disaggregates Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) using middleware that intercepts GPU calls and
offloads its data via the network. Amaro et al. [21] present
a swapping mechanism that uses remote memory through
RDMA and a remote memory-aware cluster scheduler to split
job’s memory demand between local and remote memory.
Then, they examine the scenarios where remote memory can
increase job throughput.

Slowdown based methods — De Blanche et al. [22], [23]
propose a slowdown based characterization method to estimate
application slowdown when sharing the memory bus. Bandwidth Bandit [24] proposes a quantitative profiling method
for analyzing the performance impact of contention for shared
memory resources to determine the application’s sensitivity to
latency and bandwidth. Zacarias et al. [7] propose a slowdown
based methodology to predict the performance degradation
from remote memory contention. They characterize a single
node application sensitivity curve based on the contentious
pressure from remote access and the ratio of read and write
of the memory access.
While prior works [25], [22], [24] use application working
set size or local bandwidth as their measure of pressure to
create the sensitivity curve, our approach targets performance
prediction due to sharing of disaggregated memory. Cache
contention characterization method is misleading for predicting the performance of applications using separated cache
hierarchies, since the remote access do not create cache contention in the local node. In spite of being proved successful
for multithreaded single node applications, the methodology
presented in [7] does not account for distributed applications
and contention from multiple sources.
IV. E XTENDING S LURM FOR DISAGGREGATED MEMORY
A. Integration into Slurm Simulator
The Slurm simulator previously assumed no contention
among jobs, in terms of network, CPU and memory. This
is a reasonable assumption for non-disaggregated memory
systems, due, firstly, to the independent nature of the compute
nodes and, secondly, to the common use of non-blocking
networks in HPC systems. This assumption simplifies the simulator because the execution time of each job is independent
of the scheduling and allocation policies and is known in
advance. The actual execution time of each job is recorded
as one of the fields in the SWF trace file.
We modified the trace format to provide also the information needed by the memory access contention model (see
Section IV-B). In fact, since many of the jobs were for similar
applications, we use a unique identifier for each simulated
application type. The trace file specifies the baseline execution
time without contention and the application type identifier.
We modified the simulator to invoke the contention model
each time any job starts or finishes. The contention model
calculates the estimated performance of every job that potentially has contention with the starting or finishing job. The
output of the contention model is the estimated performance
of the job, Pest , where for example Pest < 1 whenever the
job suffers slowdown and a value of Pest equal to 1 means
that the job runs without contention with other jobs. The
estimated performance is interpreted as the speed at which the
original baseline runtime is executed. After each time period,
the remaining runtime is updated based on the elapsed time
and the speed during this interval, as given in Equation 1.
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Fig. 2. Multi-node slowdown methodology.

runtime lef t0 = runtime lef t − delta time × Pest (1)
B. Memory Access Contention Model
Our contention model is an extension of the model by
Zacarias et al. [7], extended to support contention among
multi-node applications. The overall approach and the model
inputs and output are shown in Fig. 2.
In common with all slowdown-based models, the singlenode model quantifies application performance using a sensitivity curve, which measures performance on the y-axis,
normalized to the performance running alone, as a function
of the contentiousness of the other application(s) on the xaxis. The contentiousness is a single variable, which for a
single node is the total memory bandwidth. In our model
of disaggregated memories, remote memory accesses do not
create cache contention in the local node as their cache
hierarchies are separate. Moving from single-node to multinode greatly increases the complexity, because in the multinode case, there is a separate interfering memory bandwidth
per node, which is impractical to model in detail.
Most HPC applications have similar behavior on each node,
and overall performance is constrained by the slowest node.
For this reason it is reasonable to set the contentiousness to be
the largest, i.e. worst interfering bandwidth across all nodes.
However, we found that the actual level of memory bandwidth
interference is subject to a reasonable amount of noise, and
performance degrades as the number of interfering nodes is
increased. We therefore count the number of nodes that have
interference close to the maximum across all nodes, and use a
family of sensitivity curves indexed by this number of nodes.
To extend the contention model, we first execute the synthetic benchmark [26] to create the sensitivity curve in parallel
across a configurable number of interfering nodes (Step 1
of Figure 2). Then, we measure the sensitivity curve for
50% reads and 100% reads and use linear interpolation for
intermediate R/W ratios. Prior work has shown that linear
interpolation exhibits better performance than additional interfering data points [7], and that the accuracy was similar to

polynomial interpolation. Following a similar concept, so as
to decrease the cost of collecting the sensitivity curve data,
the number of interfering nodes was sampled between 1 and
the maximum target number of nodes.
In the second part, the contentiousness of an application ,
bwapp , is collected using performance counters when running
alone (Step 2). We calculate the read and write memory
bandwidths using the numbers of read and write Column
Access Strobe (CAS) commands [27], averaged over all nodes
on which the application is executed. In the last part (Step 3)
the model predicts the performance of an application “A”
using its interpolated sensitivity curve, fa , based on the
read/write percentage, number of interfering nodes and the
largest contentiousness, max(bwa , bwb , bwc ), among the interfering applications.
C. Resource Selection
In Slurm, jobs ready for scheduling are selected from the
global queue of pending jobs. All available nodes having
enough resources, such as cores and memory capacity, are
selected for further evaluation. At this point, memory is only
a constraint if the requested memory is greater than the node’s
physical memory. Then, the resource manager’s Selection
plugin determines the nodes that best satisfy the request.
A major characteristic that prevents Slurm using disaggregation is that it has a processing and server-based architecture.
Memory management is tightly coupled with availability of
CPU cores, despite being configured as a controlled resource.
This means that nodes without idle cores are excluded from
allocations, even if there is unused memory capacity. To
improve utilization and throughput of the system, we adjust the
scheduling and resource selection to support the use of remote
memory capacity across the cluster to create the disaggregated
infrastructure for the resource manager.
Since the usage of remote memory across the cluster
impacts applications, our validation through simulating the
platform requires some degree of consideration for application’s performance running in such configuration. To this
end, we integrated the developed multi-node slowdown based
method described in Section IV to characterize the slowdown
experienced by the applications sharing memory resources.
D. Supporting Memory Disaggregation
After our analysis of the job scheduling process described
in Section IV-C, we modified the verification performed by the
job scheduling process to build the list of nodes available to
the job. While the default allocation (baseline) used by Slurm
returns an error when no nodes can satisfy the request or
removes nodes with less free memory than is required by the
job, our allocation approach differs substantially. We separate
into distinct lists the nodes with available cores and memory.
From this point forward, we can adopt several strategies to
allocate memory that will impact application performance.
For explanatory reasons, Fig. 3 shows a schematic simple
case to exemplify the best allocation strategy explored in this
work. The simulated HPC systems used to present the results

are described in Section V-C. The schematic figure shows a
small heterogeneous system with 10 nodes, equally divided
into normal and large nodes. A, B, C and D represent the
order of jobs submitted to this system with different node and
memory requirements.
To mitigate the issues experienced with previous strategies,
we use the baseline allocation method that increases the local
to remote memory ratio, and we employ the disaggregated
strategy when there are insufficient nodes to satisfy the current
request or a resource-hungry job is scheduled. The baseline
strategy selects all nodes that have enough local memory to
satisfy the job’s requirement of memory per node to avoid
unnecessary remote memory access. In Fig. 3, jobs A, B, and
D use only local memory, since the approach is able to find the
best node that satisfies the job’s memory-per-node request. On
the other hand, job C requires more memory than any node in
the system. To schedule this request we use our disaggregated
approach employing remote memory access.
We do not use the CPU cores of nodes that have already
lent memory to another node. This means that such a node
effectively becomes a memory node for other jobs. We experimented with relaxing this condition, and found that there
was no improvement in the results. It is always preferable to
use local memory when it is available. Our approach, then,
to increase the local to remote ratio, favors nodes with higher
memory available applying a weight to each node based on
their free memory. Then, nodes with higher local memory
available are selected, consequently decreasing the influence
of remote memory access. As an example, instead of using
normal nodes to satisfy job’s C request, the approach uses
large nodes, thus increasing the local memory usage. For a
new submitted job, node N9 will be a memory node since it
has some memory lent.
V. E XPERIMENTAL M ETHODOLOGY
A. Environment Setup
Hardware resource — We carried out the experiments on
a cluster which has servers equipped with two Intel Xeon
SandyBridge-EP E5-2670 that together comprise 16 cores
operating at 2.6 GHz. Each socket has 20 MB L3 cache (LLC)
shared among all cores, single memory controller, and two
Quick Path Interconnect (QPI) links version 1.1 operating at
8.0 GT/s. It implements the home snoop cache coherence with
MESIF protocol [27]. The node has 64 GB of DDR3-1600
DIMMs, theoretical bandwidth of 51 GB/s (37 GB/s sustained) for local access and 38 GB/s (20 GB/s sustained) for
remote memory access. The memory access latency is 81 ns
and 133 ns for local and remote accesses respectively [28].
Benchmarks — We used nine distributed applications from
several known benchmark suites. For the simulation, we
incorporated the detailed profile from a total of 44 singlenode applications from PARSEC (8 applications) [29], Rodinia
(5) [30], NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) (8) [31], Splash
(5) [32] and another 15 diverse publicly available applications.
We selected applications to cover a variety of computational
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Fig. 3. Graphical scheme of the memory allocation explored in this work for a simple case considering a small system with half of its nodes having 32 GB (5
nodes on the left) and 64 GB of memory (5 nodes on the right). The system configurations used in the evaluation are much larger and presented in Section V-C.

patterns found in multithreaded and high performance codes.
The single node applications were compiled with GNU/Linux
GCC 7.2 and multithreading enabled, while the distributed
applications were compiled using OpenMPI 1.8.1. We used
numactl to apply affinity settings for threads and memory
placement, and Perf tool to collect the performance counters.
B. Emulating Disaggregated Memory
Due to the absence of an available prototype of remote
memory decoupled from processor [33], we follow the emulation approach proposed by Zacarias et al. [7]. This way,
we could emulate a disaggregated shared memory architecture,
without the need for real hardware, using conventional multisocket servers. This approach takes advantage of a two-socket
server and its separate LLC to create pressure only in the
desired shared resource. According to Molka et al. [28],
cache coherence traffic is not a significant bottleneck in a
two-socket system. Thus, in our approach the processor and
cache resources are isolated from interference while the effects
of memory bandwidth contention can be observed on the
shared memory resource. In addition, the latency of crosssocket memory access for our experiments is similar to those
presented in disaggregated works such as [6], [34].
All threads of an interfering application (B) execute on
socket 2 while issuing memory requests exclusively to the
memory bank attached to socket 1 (remote access). On the
other hand, all threads of a target application (A) use only
its memory bank (local access), thus contending for memory
controller and memory bandwidth. Thus, the impact of application B on application A can be modeled based in B’s
bandwidth interference. For distributed applications running
across different nodes, a target application issues memory
requests to the local memory bank on every node, while
other applications may cause interference by issuing remote
memory requests given by a particular contentiousness level
and number of nodes. In this scenario, our model can predict
the slowdown experienced by a given target application in the
face of diverse remote bandwidth requirements.
C. System and Workload Configurations
We set up different configurations to explore heterogeneity
in job requirements and node capacities. In our experiments,
the HPC system is separated into normal nodes, which have
typical memory capacity, and large nodes with twice the

memory capacity of the normal nodes. To evaluate different
scenarios and heterogeneous systems, we experiment with
multiple ratios between large and normal nodes, varying from
0% (all normal nodes) to 100% (all large nodes). The systems
have a total of 1024 nodes each having 32 cores and 32 GB
(normal node) or 64 GB (large node) of memory, Slurm is
configured to use the baseline or disaggregated select resource
policy. The parameters for job scheduling are the same for all
experiments.
We generated synthetic workloads using the CIRNE Comprehensive Model [35]. This model is based on an analysis of
workload traces generated by real environments. It includes
arrival pattern, requested time, job sizes, system load, status
and start and finish times. In our work, we need information
about the memory capacity requested by each job. Thus, we
augmented the set of generated traces with memory information from the applications profiled in our real environment.
First, we generate the synthetic trace using the CIRNE
Model for the required system size (Step 1). Alternatively,
we use a pool of executed applications for which we have a
profile regarding size, runtime, memory bandwidth, read/write
ratio, local/remote access memory ratio and memory capacity
requested (Step 2). Using the trace and app lists, we calculate
Euclidean distances to map each real application to a similar
synthetic job based on its size and runtime (Step 3). Finally,
we generate the new augmented trace by the assigned arrival
time (Step 4), converting it to a binary readable by the
simulator (Step 5). At the end, we have a new input trace
preserving the synthetic trace info that includes a memory
capacity required and an identifier for the job application.
The memory capacity will be used for resource scheduling,
while the application identifier will be used in our multi-node
slowdown based method to calculate the slowdown suffered
by this particular job due to resource sharing.
We generated additional input trace files, each targeting one
of the specific heterogeneous system ratios.We ensure that all
traces have total node–hours (#nodes × runtime) of large and
small jobs in the indicated ratio. The characteristics of the
large and small jobs are given in Table I. All normal jobs
have memory demand less than the capacity of a normal node,
whereas all large jobs have memory demand greater than a
normal node. In terms of baseline node–hours, the normal
jobs are typically larger than the large memory jobs. We
generate the input traces for the simulator by sampling without

TABLE I
L ARGE AND SMALL JOB CHARACTERISTICS

Min
1st Qu.
Avg
3rd Qu.
Max

Large Jobs
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sp-mz

strcluster

stream

10

5

VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Prediction of Multi-node Slowdown
We evaluate the effectiveness of our multi-node slowdown
methodology that predicts the degradation of a target application when it experiences different levels of interference
while running on different nodes. We measure the prediction
error, which is the absolute percentage difference between the
predicted and real performance under resource contention.
In our experiments, we start both target and interfering
applications at the same time on every node. Since we are
dealing with distributed applications, the interfering applications may differ in terms of interference levels and number of
nodes. During the experiments, if any interfering application
on any node finishes, we restart it to keep the target application
under contention throughout its entire execution. We continue
the experiments until the target executes at least seven times.
Once the target application ends, its performance degradation
(delayed execution time) is recorded to be compared with
the predicted performance under a resembling scenario. The
degradation for an application is calculated using its normalized execution time alone in the system without interference.
Fig. 4 presents the results for a mix of interfering applications that vary in contentiousness (see Section IV-B), nodes,
and read/write ratio. It presents the maximum error for several
combinations of profiled applications when the target application runs locally. We notice that the max errors are lower than
10% for most of the applications. Even though we notice an
increase in the prediction error when we move from 4 to 31
nodes for some applications (e.g. stream, streamcluster, hpccg
and hydro), it is also noticeable that the maximum prediction
error does not increase at the same rate as the number of nodes.
Increasing the number of nodes from 4 to 31 (∼8× increase),
the maximum error for any application increased at most 3×.
Demonstrating that we do not compromise the accuracy of the
model when increasing the number of nodes up to 31 nodes.
B. System Throughput
Leveraging the multi-node slowdown based model and the
Slurm simulator, we evaluate the implemented disaggregated
infrastructure described in Section IV-D simulating the different heterogeneous scenarios presented in Section V-C. In
this step, we assumed that the scalability of our memory
access contention model has the same behaviour presented
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Fig. 4. Slowdown model prediction maximum error.

on Section VI-A when we scale the number of nodes. For
every system configuration, we simulated different job mixes
in terms of pressure on the large memory resource. Fig. 5
presents the throughput achieved for each simulated scenario
when different job mixes are submitted. It is normalized
towards the homogeneous 100% large nodes system, since it
has enough resources to execute any job across all inputs.
The baseline approach is able to execute all job mixes
except when the system has 0% large nodes, in which case the
baseline cannot execute any large jobs as no node has enough
memory. We therefore remove all baseline data points for the
0% system and job mixes except 0% large. For this reason,
the x-axis in Fig. 5 has double bars showing the comparison
between the baseline and disaggregated approaches except
for the 0% system for job mixes with large jobs.
Fig. 5 shows a clear trend in the system’s throughput based
on the resources availability and the jobs mix. We can notice
that for the baseline approach throughput is high when the
job mix matches or is lower than the ratio of large and
normal memory resources within the system. However, the
baseline’s throughput decreases substantially when the job mix
has higher ratio of large memory jobs and the system is underprovisioned to satisfy the request. It indicates that the resource
manager considers for allocation only a subset of nodes on
the system that are able to run the large jobs, thereby the jobs
waits longer to have access to the resources needed leaving
aside other nodes. It contributes to increase the makespan and
therefore for low utilization and throughput.
On the other hand, besides reaching the same throughput
as the baseline when the mix of jobs matches the system
or the system is overprovisioned, our approach increased the
throughput compared to the baseline when the job mix runs on
an underprovisioned system. It happens because our approach
performs a disaggregated allocation that leverages the remote
idle resources that are not used by other jobs or that is not
possible using the baseline approach.
The memory savings provided by the disaggregated approach are noticeable. For a example, when the job mix has
50% large jobs, the baseline requires at least 50% of the nodes
to have large capacity whereas the disaggregated approach has
only 5% degradation with 0% large capacity nodes (Fig. 5).
Since the large nodes have twice the memory capacity of the
normal nodes, the disaggregated approach reduces the total
memory capacity by 33%, compared with the baseline. The
savings in the other scenarios are lower but still significant.
For the 15%, 25% and 75% large job scenarios, the potential
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Fig. 5. Normalized throughput (y-axis) experienced by each simulated system (x-axis) for various job mixes.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of response time for two different systems and different job mixes.

C. System Response Time
Fig. 6 shows the cumulative distribution of the response
time for two different systems and three job mixes. We show
these scenarios for brevity since the others exhibit the same
trend presented in this figure. When the job mixes match or
run on an overprovisioned system, the approach’s lines overlap
showing similar performance. On the other hand, when the job
mix stress more resources on an underprovisioned system, we
notice that the baseline starts to increase its response time
compared to our approach. The jobs will compete for a small
number of resources hence increasing their waiting time. This
performance penalty will start to be apparent to the users in
the system as their submitted jobs will take longer to finish
after its submission. The impact of decreasing resources is less
noticeable with our approach as it presents lower probability
of longer response times. Our approach leverages the idle
resources that are deemed unable to run some jobs by the
baseline, consequently decreasing the waiting time.
D. CPU and Memory System Utilization
Fig. 7 shows the CPU and memory utilization, across all
executed scenarios. In all subplots the x-axis is the CPU
utilization and the y-axis is the memory utilization, both
relative to the maximum capacity of the memory and nodes
of the system on which the trace is executed. The scenarios
are divided into overprovisioned (job mix demands less large
nodes than available), match (job mix demand equals number
of large nodes), and underprovisioned (demands more). We
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Fig. 7. Average memory and CPU utilization when using either Disaggregation or Baseline under different job/node requirements/capacities.

notice that when the system is overprovisioned to satisfy any
submission of a job mix (left-hand side), our approach and the
baseline have similar performance. In this scenario, both are
constrained by CPUs, with a moderate utilization of memory.
The same pattern goes for the scenarios where the job mix
matches the system ratio (middle).
When there is a mismatch between the job mix and the
system resource capacity (right-hand side) we see that the
baseline performs poorly, and both memory and CPU have low
utilization. This happens because the baseline is constrained
by the number of large nodes, leaving normal node memory
and cores idle and decreasing the overall utilization.
In contrast, our approach uses remote memory to satisfy the
job requests, hence increasing CPU and memory utilization in
the mismatched scenarios. The jobs are not constrained by the
memory of a particular node, but by the total memory available
within the system. On average, our approach increases the

memory utilization by a factor of 1.6, while having almost
90% of CPU utilization compared to the baseline.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper investigates how a disaggregated-memory–aware
job scheduler can make use of a disaggregated memory
platform to maintain throughput and improve response time
while using less total system memory. Since research in job
scheduling requires a simulation platform that is both faster
and less intrusive than running on a real system, this paper
extended an existing Slurm simulator to support disaggregated memories. We developed a multi-node slowdown based
method to quantify the impact of remote memory sharing
on application performance and embedded this model into
the Slurm simulator. We used the simulator to develop and
evaluate at scale a disaggregated memory allocation policy
implemented in Slurm. The results show that depending on the
level of imbalance between the system and memory demands
of scheduled jobs, memory disaggregation enables resource
savings of up to 33% compared to the state-of-the-art resource
manager. The Slurm simulator extension and allocation policy
are released open source [8].
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